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ABSTRACT

Sonic interaction design and sonification have the potential to pro-
vide new ways to display and interpret data and information. Data
from a number of domains have been sonified: astronomy, finance,
health, security, and many more. However in recent years, research
in auditory displays has highlighted the importance of using partic-
ipatory methods to include stakeholders, often users who are not
experts in sound, in the design loop. This raises the question of
how to discuss sound with participants who may not be familiar
with it, and how to discuss links and relationships between sound
and the specific domain which is the focus of the design. In this pa-
per we propose a methodology for a participatory workshop with
stakeholders that could be applied to a variety of domains. We de-
scribe how we have deployed this methodology in a workshop that
aimed to explore attitudes to both sound and energy usage in the
home environment, and discuss what can be gained from such an
approach.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Sound for Energy1 project is aiming to explore the relationship
between sonic interactions and energy consumption in the home
environment. We are approaching this from a number of different
directions with a goal of developing novel interfaces that address
resource use through sound. With this long term aim in mind, our
initial focus is to develop a deep understanding of attitudes to both
resource use and sound environments in the home. Exploring this
area presents a unique challenge, as sound and energy are not gen-
erally associated with each other in people’s minds. Whilst there
is certainly an opportunity to improve the existing sonic aesthetic
or further explore the affordances presented by sound design and
auditory displays [1], we propose that there is a possibility to re-
veal a more nuanced and complex understanding of the existing
and potential links between sound and resource use through par-
ticipatory activities with users. In order to begin this process we
have developed a framework for a user workshop which attempts

1https://soundforenergy.net
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to elicit responses that go beyond casual attitudes to both sound
and energy and help inform a future set of designs.

2. BACKGROUND

A great deal of work and analysis has been done in the field of Sus-
tainable Interaction Design [2], particularly with regards to how
interaction design can be used to encourage specific behaviour
changes in individuals [3, 4]. However more recently this type
of work has been criticized for relying too heavily on displaying
data and for reinforcing existing gender dynamics by designing for
a so-called “Resource Man” [5]. This can result in what has been
termed a “knowledge-action gap” [6], where users are unable (or
unwilling) to use the available data to make informed decisions [7].
Additionally, existing literature indicates that household relation-
ships with resource management technology such as smart metres
can be fraught and problematic, with early gains in efficiency of-
ten being lost in the longer term [8]. This can be seen as a being
a result of the technology clashing with existing structures in the
household and not being designed with actual household environ-
ments and the people living in them in mind.

Comparatively little research within this field has so far fo-
cused on sonic interaction design specifically (see [9, 10] to name
a few). This work is often applied to voice-activated control sys-
tems [11] or audio feedback in the form of warning sounds. How-
ever researchers have identified an unpopulated design space in the
domestic soundscape for novel sonic interactions (e.g.[12]. There
is therefore potential to develop novel sonic interactions that can
address issues related to sustainable behaviour by harnessing ex-
isting domestic sound behaviours and attitudes.

More generally, environmental sound, and any potential de-
signed sound to be embedded in it, can be a particularly difficult
topic to explore within a workshop setting with non-expert users,
as we pay little overt attention to everyday environmental sounds
and arguably often lack the vocabulary to fully describe thoughts
and feelings related to sound [13, 14, 15].

The workshop methodology described in this paper is there-
fore a contribution to establishing exploratory design activities that
can effectively produce useful design material and respond to is-
sues of interaction design, sound, and, in this particular case, en-
ergy use.
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3. WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

The aim of the workshop was threefold:

• To explore existing attitudes to sound in the home environ-
ment

• To explore attitudes to resource use, leveraging examples de-
scribed in existing literature

• To explore, via a speculative approach, how these two con-
cepts could be linked

The order of these three aims is deliberate, and was reflected
in the resulting structure. By foregrounding the issue of sound in
the workshop we implicitly framed the discussions of resource use
that followed as something that could be addressed (or illustrated)
through sound. The first two aims also focus on exploring existing
attitudes to sound and resource use respectively, while the third
aim speculates about a connection between these areas in the close
future rather than in the present. This allows us the participants to
imagine connections between the main topic unburdened by prac-
tical limitations.

Whilst in our workshop we focused on energy use in the home,
the structure proposed here is agnostic to any one specific applica-
tion area. In practice the second aim could be replaced with any
topic that a researcher is attempting to link to sound.

In practical terms, the workshop was split into three distinct
sections, which we refer to as tasks: a first task involving the
sketching of a soundscape on the basis of present attitudes and ex-
periences; the formulation of a response to a specific resource-use
scenario; and finally a speculative design fiction exercise.

A first iteration of this kind of workshop took place on a uni-
versity campus in Stockholm in December 2021. Nine participants
(5 male and 4 female) took part, who were students and employ-
ees from the university. The workshop was scheduled to be 3 hours
long. Participants were asked to split into three groups and, after a
short introduction to the project, began the first task.

3.1. Task 1: Personal attitudes to sounds

For this first task, the users were given a prompt and asked to dis-
cuss it and take notes in response. This was kept deliberately short,
around 10 minutes. The aim of the prompts was to ask the partici-
pants to explore three feelings (not necessarily in relation to sound)
in the home: a feeling of coziness, which might be associated with
feeling relaxed, within a familiar environment, with feeling secure;
a feeling of frustration, which might be associated with things not
working properly or being annoying; and the feeling of fun which
might be associated with playfulness, excitement, happiness. We
were interested in these feelings because in this project our goal
is to create sonic interaction designs that embed well in the house,
perhaps producing feelings of coziness and fun, while avoiding
feelings of frustration.

The prompts were written on pieces of paper and given to each
group: Imagine and describe a cozy/frustrating/fun situation in the
house. Are you alone or with others? Would there be conversa-
tions, what kind? In which room? What would you and others be
doing? What time of day is this? What is it like outside? Following
the short group discussion, the groups were then asked to attempt
to illustrate these situations through the sketch of a soundscape. As
participants were not expert in sounds, we thought that it would be
beneficial for them to first conjure up these situations in their mind,
and only afterwards consider which sounds in the house they might

associated with them. The groups were provided with an array of
everyday objects that could make a variety of sounds, as well as
access to the online BBC Sound Library web interface2, which
enables users to search a wide library of sounds and add them to-
gether to form a layered mix. The resulting soundscapes were then
performed and a short discussion ensued.

3.2. Task 2: Testing scenarios around resource usage

This section of the workshop was based on existing literature about
existing attitudes to energy consumption (and resource use more
generally) in the home. During this task the groups were each
given a scenario drawn from existing literature around the usage
of smart metres. The scenarios were for the most part based and
adapted from results from interviews performed by Hargreaves and
colleagues as part of a longitudinal study on smart metre usage (or
lack thereof), which appeared to indicate a number of problems
with how the technology is adapted, and in many cases slowly
abandoned by users. [8].

The scenarios were as follows:
Scenario 1: Family A

Parent: How long were you in that shower?!
Child: I dont know, I didnt keep track! Does it mat-
ter?
Parent: It all costs money, you know! Hot water isnt
free.
Child: I dont think it would make any difference to
be a few minutes less, you probably wouldnt even
notice.
Parent: I just feel like we could all be taking shorter
showers. Why use hot water we dont need?

Scenario 2: Husband and wife
Husband: We got the smart meter one year ago. It
was a novelty then, so we checked it regularly, but
we dont use it much now. We have a good idea of
what it is going to show anyway.
Wife: It was in the living room at first, but then we
rearranged up the house and it was getting in the way
in the living room, so Nick has it in his office.
Husband: I spend an awful lot of my time in the
office so its sort of monitored most daytimes now at
least, but less in the evenings of course.
Wife: We changed the way we used some electricity
after getting the meter, and I think those changes will
stay, because we dont think about it these days. Its
part of life now to make sure that youre not using too
much power, and were all aware of it.

Scenario 3: Family B
Father: Julie you must turn the TV off.
Julie: But it is turned off!
Father: Its not properly turned off, youve just put it
on standby. That keeps using some energy.
Julie: How much could it possibly be using? And
that means I have to turn it on at the TV.
Father: Go look at the smart meter Julie. You can
see the difference it makes.

2https://sound-effects.bbcrewind.co.uk/search
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Julie: Mum moved it into your office, remember?
Father: Yeah Im trying to teach her this stuff too.
Mother: Excuse me? Teach me about what? Why
dont you worry about the time you spend hoovering
the car? That takes energy too
Father: Well, the meter says that my hoovering for a
week uses less than a TV left in standby mode for a
week.
Mother: Yeah, but the hoovering is much more an-
noying.

Participants were asked to discuss the scenarios in their groups
and then present the results of their discussion with the larger
group.

3.3. Task 3: Design fiction

The primary method for exploring connections between sound
and, in this case, energy consumption was speculative design fic-
tion, as previously used by Pauletto and others [16]. Each group
was provided with a blank New York Times newspaper and in-
structed to imagine a front page in 100 years time, with a focus on
energy efficiency and sound. The groups were encouraged to put
aside concerns about realism or practicalities and consider possi-
bilities from an imaginative standpoint. They were asked to imag-
ine titles, short text, images and if possible accompanying sounds.
Magazines and other imagery was provided in case they wanted to
cut out pictures to include.

Three specific areas on this speculative future newspaper were
open for a imagined stories from the past, present and future (from
the perspective of the year 2121). The first is in answer to the ques-
tion: What has already been done in the area of sound and energy
today (in 2121) that causes headlines? The second is: What do
you want to be done in the near future?, i.e. what is not been done
right now but you would like to. What headlines would these ideas
create? The third is What was not done in the past that caused a
scandal?, i.e. think about what was not done that people in the fu-
ture think you should have done, and that will cause their reaction.

Each group was thus tasked to design their newspaper by fill-
ing it in with text and imagery explaining and illustrating their
speculative future and then present it for discussion.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Task 1: Results

4.1.1. Group 1

This group was tasked with the “frustrating” situation. They de-
scribed feelings of frustration resulting from losing something,
clashing with other household members about lifestyle, and being
overwhelmed by notifications. They approached the soundscape
aspect of the task by finding sounds that represented objects being
broken, doors being opened and closed, ringing phones, tap drip-
ping, and digital sonic feedback indicators. These sounds were
all primarily found on the BBC Sound Library mixer system, and
were played back simultaneously.

4.1.2. Group 2

This group was assigned a “fun” situation, and they approached
this by attempting to create the sounds of a social evening with

Figure 1: Overall structure of the workshop

friends playing board games. In order to recreate this soundscape
they used music played back on Spotify, a recording of a cafe, and
they crinkled a plastic bag to create the sound of eating snacks.

4.1.3. Group 3

The third group represented the “cozy” situation. They imagined
a party night where it was raining outside, during Christmas sea-
son, eating snacks, and drinking wine and glogg. They played rain
sounds from the BBC sound library, Christmas songs from Spo-
tify, and during the playback of these sounds the group simulated
a conversation in order to represent the social interactions of the
party.

4.2. Task 2: Results of Energy Scenario Discussions

4.2.1. Group 1

Group 1 described their scenario as “a small argument between
a child and their parent about using the hot water in the shower
too much”. In response to whether they felt that the scenario
was “believable”, the group members said that it could be familiar
within certain cultural or economic conditions (areas with expen-
sive scarce resources), but that in countries like Sweden this may
be less familiar due to relatively few energy constraints.

4.2.2. Group 2

The second group described their scenario as being a discussion
between a husband and wife with regards to a smart metre in the
house, and how their use of it has changed. They thought the level
of tension was minimal: “we thought there wasn’t actually that
much tension...the couple seem to really agree that the smart me-
tre isn’t that important right now...it’s that thing they did before”.
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They commented on how the smart metre felt like more of a collec-
tor’s object than something useful, and that they felt perhaps “too
relaxed” about it. The group also commented on how the scenario
reflected traditional gender roles, with the husband in control of
the technology. One group member described the use of a smart
metre in her own family home, pointing out that her family found
it useful and that it did not cause tension or arguments.

4.2.3. Group 3

The final group described their scenario as not being very believ-
able, mainly because completely switching televisions off (rather
than using standby mode) did not feel to them like standard prac-
tice: “...we talked about mostly about turning the TV off standby or
turning off completely. And we decided that it wasn’t that believ-
able because no, we haven’t heard about anybody asking anybody
to switch it off properly, leaving it on standby is just the accepted
way.”

4.3. Task 3: Results of Design Fiction

4.3.1. Group 1

This group’s design fiction centred around the idea of buildings
as “living beings”. They imagined a future in which houses were
sentient and had feelings. The issue from the past was therefore
described as a decision by designers to not give buildings natural
language processing abilities, which led to their inability to prop-
erly communicate their stresses. In terms of future developments,
they described new modern houses that will allow for better com-
munication, possibly linking to sustainability as the inhabitants can
be told if their resource use is too high.

Figure 2: Excerpts of the Group 1 design fiction task

4.3.2. Group 2

This group focused on the concept of “beautiful annoying sounds”.
They described a past where “annoying” sounds were used to com-
municate excess energy use (such as items left on standby). How-
ever in their present this has gone out of control and “neighbour-
hood tensions are at an all time high” due to the sheer amount of
warning sounds. Therefore the story for the future is that the so-
ciety is pinning hopes on finding “beautiful annoying sounds” that
can be used as a warning whilst being sonically pleasing.

Figure 3: Excerpts of the Group 2 design fiction task

4.3.3. Group 3

The third group developed the idea of a musically responsive
house. In their speculative past the sonic feedback that had been
developed for homes had become “horrible” and unlistenable,
leading to users switching off the sounds. This then led to a stan-
dardised method of assigning sounds to items and actions, focus-
ing primarily on musical feedback: “maybe a saxophone to the
kettle and a piano to the fridge”. This was linked directly to en-
ergy usage, with excessive energy usage having a negative impact
on the musicality of the feedback. In their future, this was go-
ing to lead to a system of musical energy credits, with good usage
being rewarded with credits that could be used for better musical
feedback:

The more energy you consumed, the more bad the
timing was, the more wrong the pitch was, and
things like that. But if you’ve got a daily tune, there
was also weekly charts for everybody. So you’re try-
ing to produce the best music which basically means
keeping your energy consumption low, so you didn’t
get any, you know, so any wrong notes or something
like the key or something like that...

5. DISCUSSION

The structure of the workshop was designed to elicit personal re-
flections on relationships to energy and sound in the home, and en-
courage creative thinking about how these concepts can be linked.
This was the main motivation behind the order and specific na-
ture of the exercises, and the results of the design fiction confirm
this approach. All three design fictions incorporated fundamental
sound design concepts (interactive music, responsive communica-
tion, and sonic feedback) and linked these directly and indirectly to
energy usage. The discussions of the scenarios was fruitful and led
to a number of insights, particularly regarding the personal con-
texts of energy usage.
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Figure 4: Group 3 design fiction task

5.1. Discussion of Task 1: the home environment and its
sounds

This section served to guide non-expert participants towards think-
ing about sound and sonic interactions in home environments and
how that might connect to different feelings in the house. They
successfully created sound designs that reflected their thoughts on
what the situations might represent, and for many of participants it
was their first time working creatively with sound or even consid-
ering sound as a medium.

The takeup of the tools on offer was mixed, with only a few of
the tangible sound making devices being used, and the BBC Sound
Library Mixer being eagerly adopted by Group 1 in particular, but
somewhat intimidating to Group 2.

5.2. Discussion of Task 2: Energy Scenarios

5.2.1. Cultural context of energy usage

The discussion of the scenarios provided a practical way of explor-
ing different attitudes to resource use, much of which are derived
from social and cultural factors. This can include how much of
a resource is actually available currently, or whether the resource
was perhaps limited in the past and the attitudes remain despite a
change in situation.

In response to Scenario 1, for example, one participant men-
tioned that water usage was an issue for his grandmother, but in
practice was not an issue in other countries:

While I’ve lived in big city on the life, I can’t really
assume the scarcity part. But I do know from, for
instance, my grandmother, who comes from a small
village in Poland, her commenting on wastefulness,
when I was just watering plants, or let tap running,
for instance, or getting water and going away, still
letting it run, and so on...because yeah, back in her
village, they basically have to make physical wells to

get access to water, compared to here in Stockholm,
where we literally have a large river going through
the city.

Another participant, originally from India, felt that the sce-
nario itself would be much more believable if it took place there,
rather than in a northern European country:

Personally to me from India, it is very believable
and it has happened. And so it’s very familiar. But
the tension comes from economic concerns. So you
have to pay for water. And hot water is not sup-
plied separately, we use heaters to heat the water,
we consume electricity. So both these add addi-
tional financial constraints on the problem...But I
don’t know whether, if you remove the economic
constraints from there, the parents will respond the
same way. Because even India still has a deep con-
servation mentality where we don’t want to waste
stuff...So I don’t know if you displaced that family
to here how it would play out, maybe it might play
out because of deep rooted mindsets. But in Swe-
den, I don’t think this situation is very familiar me.
But it comes from resource scarcity.

This led to questions regarding the scope of our research.
From these discussions, it became evident that attitudes towards
resource usage are culturally and socially specific, to the point
where there will be specific attitudes towards energy consumption
that may not be fully transferable even to other European countries.
This indicates that we can attempt to widen our scope sufficiently
to make any work relevant to a large area - perhaps European-wide
- while also taking advantage of the particular context which we
livein to explore specific concepts.

To a certain extent this same concept can be applied to the
soundscape activity. The resulting sound designs that were gen-
erated by the participants will necessarily have been influenced
strongly by their own cultural backgrounds as well as their current
lifestyles (the focus on notification sounds being perhaps the most
obvious illustration of this).

5.2.2. Invisibility of resource use

Modern resource use is for the most part invisible. This has been
discussed elsewhere by Lockton [17] and can be seen within a
greater context of both general efficiencies as well as structural
hierarchies that link wealth and privilege to more hidden resource
usage.

This was raised specifically in the discussion about “standby
modes” on different devices. Generally speaking the participants
agreed that this was not an issue they had considered much, with
perhaps one reason being that experientially the difference be-
tween standby and fully-off on modern devices is limited. This
was not the case even just a few years ago:

That situation was slightly familiar when you had
CRT TVs, because they took a while to turn on, es-
pecially if there was a humidity, so the screen would
condense inside so then it would take a while for it
to turn and for the picture to come up. But we get re-
ally frustrated waiting for that to happen, especially
if you were like just wanting to watch something and
you were like come on! So you would just leave it in
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standby so that that doesn’t happen. So then my dad
would get annoyed.

Certainly on many modern devices the resource gains from
switching between standby and fully-off would now be marginal,
so in some ways this difference in experience maps well onto en-
ergy usage. Nevertheless this discussion points to a fundamental
tension in modern households - the use of energy has become in-
creasingly invisible, even as the use of energy has grown consid-
erably. Put another way, the hiding of the delivery of energy has
outpaced the use of that energy.

This brought us to consider how can this be addressed specifi-
cally through sound. Some possibilities include making the data
visible (or audible), raising the questions of why it is hidden,
or potentially something that questions the structure more funda-
mentally. This points perhaps towards the adoption of adverse-
rial/agonistic, political, or other activist design techniques[18].

5.2.3. Expanding resource interaction to different audiences

Smart metres and other resource tools are well documented as be-
ing primarily aimed at people, usually men, who consider them-
selves better informed and able to make decisions on the basis of
their understanding of data often displayed through graphs. Such
a person has been termed a “Resource Man” [5]. This was re-
inforced in the workshop by several discussions, which covered
both the prominence of gender clichés in resource decisions (data-
driven men vs. feeling-driven women) and the particularly difficult
place occupied by children with regards to energy and sustainabil-
ity.

From a child’s perspective, since they’re not directly
affected by [energy costs], like they’re not the ones
paying for it, it doesn’t directly affect them. So
they’re removed from the actual cause of the prob-
lem. And as a result, they feel entitled to little
amount of to certain amount of comfort, whereas the
parents have to pay for it. So it affects them directly,
and therefore there’s tension there.

What emerged from the discussions was that different gen-
der relations to the household environment and current displays
of consumption, as well as age should be considered in any new
design promoting energy efficiency. Children in particular are
in some ways stuck between a having little power and too much
awareness, as the sustainability and climate change discussions
are inescapable - children have inherited a situation over which
they had no control. How can this be addressed? Are there per-
haps interactions and/or interfaces that can bridge some of these
gaps through experimental or playful design?

5.3. Discussion of Design Fiction

The three groups each took quite different approaches to this exer-
cise, resulting in three distinct outcomes. We can broadly describe
these as focusing on sound in terms of language and speech, sound
design, and music.

The first group explored the concept of communication with
home interfaces, specifically using language as a metaphor. Var-
ious positive and negative outcomes to this were discussed, with
the primary focus being on natural language interface and how it
can be related to a sense of character or emotion.

The second group built much of their design fiction on the
idea of “the race to develop beautiful annoying sounds”, which can
both perform a specific function in terms of warning users about
excessive energy use or other situations, whilst avoiding a sense
of unpleasantness or other problems that can come from sounds
warning about negative situations.

The third group took a musical approach, describing a future in
which houses create dynamic musical sound systems in response
to the resource use.

5.3.1. Character of sounds

Whilst the first group’s idea focused primarily on language inter-
faces, which is likely to be outside the scope of our project, their
exploration of the idea of character is worth analyzing. For ex-
ample, this led to a further discussion amongst several workshop
participants around the use of sound as a method of conveying in-
formation without words, looking instead at language prosody (as
is often used in fictional media representations of robots e.g. wall-
e). There would appear to be an opportunity to explore the use
of characterful and potentially emotionally complex sound gener-
ation as a feedback or interaction within the home, particularly if
it explicitly avoids language or explicitly referential approaches.

5.3.2. Context - Beautiful Annoying Sounds

The discussion around the possible overlap between “beautiful”
and “annoying” sounds evolved to cover the idea of context, and
how a single sound can take on a number of different characteris-
tics depending on the situation. This is of course a fundamental
challenge with regards to all sound design, and in particular sonic
interface design. A number of directions could be explored in re-
sponse to this, including both the content of sound and the inter-
face that delivers the sound to the listener. What effect is the sound
making device itself having on the user’s perception and interpre-
tation of the sound? And could the implementation of meaningful
content choice on the part of the user through a personalization
process influence their feelings on the interaction?

5.3.3. Humor and playfulness as an alternative to posi-
tive/negative reinforcement

The musical house concept (and to a certain extent the other design
fictions) relied on the idea of negative sonic feedback - unwanted
behaviour being represented with “bad” sounds. This raises an in-
teresting question of what other types of relationships are possible
between interaction and sonic feedback. One possible method to
explore would be to use humor and/or playfulness as a potential
bridge or alternative to the traditional positive/negative reinforce-
ment dichotomy. An example could be experimenting with disrup-
tive designs of existing feedback systems such as the smart meter.
This would open up a number of avenues for creative design ex-
ploration of interface and sonic feedback that could perhaps also
address the different modes of engagement of different age-groups.

6. DISCUSSION: WORKSHOP METHODOLOGY

In this paper we have described a workshop methodology that ad-
dresses an issue common to many sonic interaction design and
sonification projects: how to involve non-expert users in the de-
sign of new sonic interactions for a specific domain when they
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have no knowledge about sound, and maybe not even about the
application domain. It is likely that these stakeholders can there-
fore be confused or unsure about how these areas could intersect.
Our workshop started from the type of experiences we wanted to
invoke (or gently guide away from) with our design and asking
people to conjure up situations that produced those feelings. With
these in mind they could then successfully start to think of sounds
associated with those situations and experiences. Having thought
about feeling and sounds, we then switched the attention on to the
application domain. With the support of literature we provided ex-
isting scenarios in that domain in which feelings of frustrations or
satisfactions where described. This helped the participants bring
together issues relevant to the application domain, their feelings
towards it, and sounds that might be associated to those feelings.
Finally, the design fiction aspect of the workshop allowed partici-
pants to fully explore and expand on the connections made in the
first two parts of the workshop, with the freedom afforded by this
speculative method.

A number of adjustments could be made to a future iteration
of the workshop, especially one with a larger number of partic-
ipants. For example, a more formalized cross-analysis between
groups could prove useful, particularly on Tasks 1 and 3, giving
the users the opportunity to assess each other’s work and ideas
and potentially generate deeper insights into the attitudes towards
sound and energy. A more in-depth workshop could also expand to
the development of initial prototypes that could then be evaluated
using both qualitative and quantitative measures.

In the end, participants were able to formulate connections
between areas that only three hours earlier seemed completely
disparate. From the perspective of the researchers, this work-
shop has been very fruitful. The workshop has produced ideas
(e.g. the “annoying-beautiful” sound concept) and opened up di-
rections (e.g. humor and playfulness as an alternative to posi-
tive/negative reinforcement) that we would not have been able to
consider. Overall, we believe that this “hybrid” methodology has
been successful in allowing non-expert users to efficiently make
connections between diverse areas and come up with very useful
design material for researchers to develop on.

7. CONCLUSION

The workshop described in this paper provides a template for ex-
ploring issues shared by seemingly separate topics - in this case,
sound and energy usage. By designing a workshop that places
equal emphasis on discussions of (and hands-on experimentation
with) sound alongside activities exploring resource use, we were
able to elicit from the participants a dynamic and insightful anal-
ysis of the role that sound plays in everyday life, and extrapolate
some potential directions and core concepts that can now be taken
into account with regards to future designs.
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Task 1: The house as a sonic environment
Successful All groups able to connect sound

and sonic interactions in the house
with different feelings

Mixed take up of sound
tools

Little take up of physical sound ob-
jects (maybe more variety needed),
some take up of digital tools, al-
though intimidating for some

Task 2: Energy scenarios
Areas discussed Cultural context of energy usage

Invisibility of resource use (e.g.
standby vs. full off)
Expanding resource interaction to
different audiences (e.g. children,
adults, older generations)

Task 3: Design fictions
Three main emerging
ideas

Buildings as living beings

Potential of beautiful-annoying
sounds
Musical responsive house

Final discussion
Main takeaways Explore useful characteristics of dif-

ferent categories of sounds: voice
(e.g. prosody), everyday sounds,
and musical sounds
Always consider how sound changes
in context (e.g. beautiful-annoying
sounds)
Humor and playfulness as an alter-
native to positive/negative reinforce-
ment

Table 1: Summary of workshop’s results
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